ඳ೩ϣ Bodhi Field

Intention & Surrender :

The Art of “Keeping

an Eye on Yourself”
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A TALK GIVEN BY RAYMOND YEH, PH.D., ON
MARCH 17, 2008 IN THE BUDDHA HALL AT THE CITY OF TEN THOUSAND BUDDHAS
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ՂຍࠄਚࠃΔᨃڃݺუ
ࠩছ༓ڻΔ२ᣭऄஃᇿ
ᤕࡺՓຟᓫመ୰៲ࣳءΖᅝ़֜
ࡉࡸނ୰៲ࣳءൕᥳৢխ࣋ࠐנ
א৵Δ୰៲ࣳء༉مԱԫଡᣋΔ
ה༈ބᏦऱట᧮Δࢬڻޢאຟ
ټڶބऱࣳՓᇿהଚΔନ
ࠩބᏦऱట᧮ΖױਢᇿLymanࡉ
ArmstrongլԫᑌऱֱچਢΔ୰ء
ࣳ៲ߪᆖքԼ塒ᖏΔޢڇԫڻઌ
㠪૿ΔהຟאױවڽΖᤕࡺ
Փ։ࠆԱהऱԱᇞѧѧψఎԫೋ
ณᅪ۞աωΔਢൕ୪ऄψ
वաवΔۍᖏۍωࠐנऱΖ

୰៲ࣳءൕה؆ԫଡ۔ஃψ۵
ॲωᖂࠩչᏖࡋΛ
Ոާڇאױ୮ᄙࡺՓࢬᝑ
ऱπ८ଶᆖᝑᇞρ㠪૿ऱԫଡਚ
ࠃࠩބூΖڶԫڣۯ᎘ऱଥ۩
ृΔॺൄუၲஔΔ່ה৵ࠩބԫ
ۯၲஔऱ۔ஃΖױਢᆖመԿאڣ
৵ΔڶࠀהࠩչᏖၞ୶Δۖ
۔ஃբᆖૹسఐΔࢬڇאᄕጤ؈
ඨհՀΔה༉ஞထԫނԸኙထ۔
ஃΔ۔ஃඒהၲஔΖ۔ஃኙה
ᎅΚψאױݺࠌܛඒ܃ၲஔΔ܃
ऱ֨㠪૿ਢֱچڶܡ൷࠹ݺऱֱ
ऄΛωຍଡڣ᎘ऱଥ۩ृᦫԱΔ

(Continued)

ᅝ༉ၲஔԱΖאՂຍࠄਚࠃΔ
ᨃݺଚԱᇞΔᚨᇠ֨ڇ㠪૿ఎԫ
ࠄ़ၴΔᨃݺଚڶᖲᄎװ၌။۞
աΖࢬאψᣋඨωፖψ࣋ՀωΔ
ᚨᇠਢ۞ݺ᠏֏መ࿓խΔԫଡᎭ
ࣨऱࠟ૿Ζ
୰៲ࣳء౨ജߨຍයؿએ
հሁΔԫֱ૿ڶԫଡৰ堚ཐऱᣋ
ඨΔუᗭߠᏦሐऱటᘥΙٵழՈ
౨࣋Հ۞աኙࡎسऱੴ൦Δڂ
הवሐؚװڻޢຟױ౨ڽൾΙה
ᆰ㠪᜔ױֱچڶ൷࠹ܑԳऱᏦ
ऄΔۖڂ౨լឰऱ໌ທנᄅऱᏦ
ऄΙٵழהՈ࣋ՀԱڶԫଡ୮அ
ऱױ౨ࢤΔڂהᙟழᄎڽΙה
Ո࣋ՀԱᦟٚ۶ԫጟᏦΖࢬא
ᅝהຍࠄຟ࣋Հא৵Δהլ܀ԫ
ऴऱ࿇ࣔΕ໌ທᄅऱࢵڤΔۖ
ڇԲԼᄣא৵༉լ٦شటᏦ
ֺΔהႛشԫֵᏦۖբΖ
Howard LymanΕLance Armstrongᇿ
୰៲ࣳءΔຟਢ౨ജ၌။۞ૻݺ
ࠫΖ
ױਢΔ၌။۞ալਢԫٙ
୲࣐ऱࠃൣΖڂݺଚᆰ௧խऱ
ᑓীΔឈྥլݙᖞΔױਢ،ࠌݺ
ଚᤚৰᑵ൜ፖငࣚΔݺଚԫ
ጟړቝݺଚאױ༳༽ຍଡऱ
ტᤚΖឈྥݺଚઃַྤڶጐऱᑨ
౨Δݺ܀ଚݺଚᆰ௧խᑓ
ীऱழ़ࢬ༳൳Ζ
ൕছݺଚڇᐚڠ۰ழΔڶ
ଡՕࢪΔٺڤٺڶᑌऱڜ٤
ໂΔࢬאᤚ۞աৰڜ٤Ζࠡ
ኔΔլवሐ۞ա۞ނաᣂڇԫଡ
ᦨ㠪Δԫऴࠩࠐࠩᆄ۵ᆣৄ
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א৵ΔթԱᇞຍଡ۞ࠫૻݺΖڇ
ᆣৄΔݺଚ୮ऱ॰ழൄ᠙Δۖ
ൄൄݺڶଚݙ٤լᎁᢝऱড়
ࠐ۰Δ۟ڶழݺଚءլڇ
୮ΔՈլᄎᖜᐡ۫ࣟهΔᤚৰ
۞ڇΖࠐᆣৄא৵Δݺፖٵଥຟ
ՕՕऱࢷᐈԱݺଚऱ֨ၦΔ྇֟
Աԫࠄψ୭ࢢωΔ༓ڶࢬऱԳ
ຟᄎψ᥈ωԫጟࢨਬࠄࠃढΖ
ಖڶԫڇݺڻഛಝՕֆ
ऱԫᆢᆖழΔהଚהଚ
۞աΖڶԫڣۯ᎘ԳԱԫଡৰ
ऊໜऱᜭΔใՂڶԫය
ڇԫਪՂΖᅝݺଚڶࢬނऱ
۞ઌڇᛥՂழΔՕڍᑇऱԳ
।۞قաՈᤚය۰Δ
ਢլٵऱයۖբΔץਔࢪ၊
ཱིΕ୮அΕࠃᄐΖ܀ਢቝ୰
៲ࣳءຍᣊऱԳΔ᜔ਢ၌။۞
աΔۖڇψᢰᒴωՂѧѧԫଡ
ݺ۞ڇᤚငᔞऱ՛ፖ؆ᢰ
ᐖខྤᢰऱ़ၴհၴऱᒵՂΖ
ݺუ୰៲ࣳءൕה؆ԫ
ଡ۔ஃψ۵ॲωᖂࠩऱΔՕᄗ༉
ਢڶԫଡৰ堚ᄑऱψᣋඨωᇿψ
࣋ՀωΔ࣋Հཛထᣋඨߨழࢬڶ
ऱ࣠Ζ۵ॲඒݺଚլႛڶՕ
ᣋΔՈಧ۩ኔᔌΔ۩ք৫ंᢅ
፫Ζޢԫ৫ंᢅ፫ຟਢᚥݺܗଚ
࣋ՀΚؒਜΔ࣋Հݺଚࢬფऱ
ࠃΙݹΔ࣋ՀᐥඨፖᒑὩΙݴ
ಫΔ࣋Հլؓऱ֨Ι壄ၞΔ࣋Հ
ᡗ༦ፖᖎ৹ΙࡳΔ࣋Հཋ႖Ι
ૉΔ࣋Հ۞աኙٚ۶უऄࢨཕ
ԺᑓীՂऱചထΔ࣋Հۥፖ़Δ
࣋ՀԳݺਢॺΖ
ᅝݺଚ౨ڶԫଡৰ堚ཐऱ
ᣋඨΔٵழ౨ജ࣋Հࠀڇψᢰ
ᒴωழΔݺଚՈᄎৰᦟຍᢰ
ᒴچΔڂ،ਐݺٻଚ່ึऱ
۞طᇞๅհሁΖ
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hese stories bring me back to the
story of Mushashi Miyamoto that
DM Jin Chan and Mr. Su (Chin Quan)
talked about in the Buddha Hall. After
Mushashi was released from the iron
room by DM Tai Quan, he made a vow
to seek the truth of swordsmanship.
In doing so, he sought out famous
swordsmen to fight in order to learn
from them. Like Lyman and Armstrong,
Mushashi was tireless in pursuing
his vision. But unlike the other two,
Mushashi fought 60 battles, each of
which could have ended his life. Mr. Su
(Chin Quan) kindly shared his insight
as to what Mushashi learned from one
of his teachers, Sun Zi. He suggested
that “keeping an eye on oneself”
seemed to derived from Sun Zi’s wellknown phrase, “If you know yourself
and your opponent, you will always be
victorious.” But what did he learn from
his other teacher, the Buddha?
Perhaps the following story, related
by Mr. Shen Jia Zhen, can shed some
light. A young cultivator wanted to
reach enlightenment eagerly. He found
an enlightened master. However, after
three years, he had not improved much
and the Master was gravely ill. So,
in desperation, he held a knife to his
Master, who was lying on his bed, and
demanded that his Master teach him
how to be enlightened. The Master
told him, “Even if I have a method to
teach you, does your mind have the
space to receive it?” The young man,
upon hearing the Master’s words,
became enlightened.
The story above suggests that
we always need to save some open
space in our minds to allow our own
transcendence. So perhaps intention
and surrender are two sides of the same
coin in our process of transforming
ourselves. Mushashi was able to walk

on that paradoxical path of having a
clear intention while surrendering to
the uncertainty of his own life in any
given fight. His transcendence was by
no means instantaneous. He always
had an open mind about all schools of
swordsmanship and was able to absorb
them all into his own understanding,
continuously creating new methods
for the sword. He was able to let go
of favoring any weapon. In fact, after
age 29, he no longer used a sword but
instead used only wooden sticks. He
also let go of the concept of having
a family, knowing that he could die
in any of his fights. By letting go of
the many conventional approaches to
swordsmanship, he created open space
in his mind and thus was able to invent
many things like using both swords
together. Howard Lyman, Lance
Armstrong, and Mushashi were able to
go beyond their apparent limitations.
But going beyond is not an easy
thing as most of us are so confined
in our mental models which, though
imperfect, are nevertheless comfortable
as they give us some sense of control
of the world around us. Though the
reality is infinite and eternal, our
mental models deliberately keep it
finite and temporal so that it is easily
manipulated by our minds. I remember
living in our big house in Austin, Texas
before moving to CTTB. We had all
kinds of security measures which
made me feel safe; I didn’t realize I had
locked myself into a cage. Now, our
doors are often not locked and many
visitors to CTTB, some we don’t even
know, have stayed in our house and
many times we are not even there. It is
such a good feeling to have no fear of
losing something. My wife and I have
expanded our minds since moving
here as we dispelled some of our fears.
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Indeed the fear of discomfort is the
main reason, at least for me in the
past, to step beyond our self-made
cage. Almost all people have fears of
one kind or another.
I remember once I asked a group
of managers to draw themselves. One
person drew a sad face chained to a
post. Later on, almost everyone else,
after seeing the picture, also identified
him/herself as being chained to
something, be it a big mortgage, their
family, their job, etc. But people like
Mushashi constantly pushed the
envelope and went beyond himself
to live on the edge—the boundary
between one’s own comfort zone and
the infinity outside.
It seems that what Mushashi learned
from his other teacher, the Buddha,
was to have a clear intention—the
vow, and to let go, to surrender to the
consequences of walking the vow. The
Buddha taught us to generate a big vow
or intention, and then we should act
in our daily life in accordance with the
Six Paramitas namely; giving, holding
precepts, patience, vigor, samadhi, and
prajna. Each of these Six Paramitas
is a way to help us to surrender
something.Giving—surrendering
things we like, especially the ego;
holding precepts—surrendering desire
and anger; patience—surrendering
anger; vigor—surrendering laziness;
samadhi—surrendering randomness or
sleepiness; and prajna—surrendering
holding onto any kind of thoughts
or mental models, surrendering form
as well as emptiness, or the idea of
opposites.
By holding a clear intention while
letting go to live on the edge, we might
end up loving the edge because it
points the way to freedom!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (The End)

A Visit from
Venerable Ajahn Sumedho
(Continued)
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AJAHN SUMEDHO’S TALK ON JUNE 22, 2008 IN THE BUDDHA HALL AT THE CTTB
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o this sense of oneself as identity with the body, with the conditions that
one is experiencing, needs to be looked at and observed, not just to be
suppressed or dismissed. My own experience of monastic life involved training
in Thailand, learning to speak Thai, learning the Thai tradition and culture,
adjusting to different climate and different cultural expectations and to a totally
different way of living within the strict boundaries of the vinaya. Of course this
brought up the sense of oneself very strongly, my American background, my
views, my opinions, my emotions that would be set off, triggered by the various
restraints or frustrations of early monastic life. The genius of the teacher, Luang
Por Chah, was always his ability to direct my attention to look at what I’m
actually feeling, to be able to witness and observe this sense of myself and my
belief in what I’m thinking, my attachment to views and memories.
The American cultural conditioning of course has very much developed
a sense of uniqueness, of being special, identity with being an individual,
with being assertive and demanding rights and very strong views of feeling
of independence. And “my life,” “my world,” “what I think,” and “what I
want” are very much encouraged within the American cultural conditioning as
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